
History - The Ancient Greeks
•use a range of sources to explain about the 
Greek farming year Hesiod (English link)
•work out valid and non-valid reasons for 
Athens' victory in the Battle of Marathon
•play Petteia like they did in Ancient Greece.
•some letters and words are legacies of 
Ancient Greece.

Geography
•National comparisons and contrast to a case 
study of Russia and another location
•Locate Russia and its geographical features 

French
● Say what I like and don't like 

ask and respond to “Tu aime_____?”
● use adjectives to describe a subject  
● Give opinions on hobbies 
● Use verbs correctly in sentences

Art - to sketch Greek pots using scratch 
art (history link) Explore pattern and 
shape, line and texture. Explore the 
potential properties of the visual elements, 
line, tone, pattern, texture, colour and 
shape.
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Mathematics:
Statistics: We will be continuing with our 
work from before half term 
concentrating on line graphs, two way 
tables and timetables 
Multiplication and Division: We will learn 
about multiples and factor. As well as prime 
numbers and cubed and square numbers. 
We will be multiplying and dividing 6 digit  
numbers by 10, 100 and 100’s .  
Perimeter and area: We will be 
measuring and calculating the perimeter of 
different shapes as well as investigating 
how to find the area of rectangles,  
compound and irregular shapes. 

Computing - CS First (link to art)
In this unit, students create animations, 
interactive artwork, photograph filters, and 
other exciting, artistic projects using code.

●   

Learning, playing 
and growing in the 

love of Jesus

Science - Earth and Space
● Describe the movement of the Earth, 

and other planets, relative to the Sun in 
the solar system.

● Describe the movement of the moon 
relative to the Earth

● Describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as 
approximately spherical bodies.

● Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to 
explain day and night and the apparent 
movement of the sun across the sky.

● Describe the movement of the Moon 
relative to the Earth

RE
Judaism - Exploring the Jewish New Year 
Rosh Hashanah 
Hope
The season of advent is a time of 
preparation. It focused on Jesus’ coming in 
history and encourages believers to prepare 
for the Christ who comes each day. They also 
wait in joyful hope for him to come in glory at 
the end of time.
PSHE - Living in the Wider World, 
Media literacy and digital resilience & Money 
and Work 
How information online is targeted; different 
media types, their role and impact. 
Identifying job interests and aspirations; 
what influences
career choices; workplace stereotypes

English
Driver text ‘Coming to English’ by Floella 
Benjamin linked to The Windrush - recounting 
events

Writing a newspaper article linked to the 
Apollo 11 and the moon landing. Science link 

Christmas narrative - linked to driver text 
of ‘The Polar Express’

● investigate features of quest story
● investigate how an author creates 

cohesion between paragraphs
● Build upon children writing their own 

‘quest’ narrative
● editing and improving writing

PE: ‘Creative’ focus
•expressing independent ideas, change 
tactics, rules or tasks to make activities 
more fun or more challenging.
•respond imaginatively
•adapt and adjust skills
•use variety and creativity

Music   Classroom Jazz One  
● Improvising and playing the Boss nova
● Understanding music notation and 

improvising and composing melodies.


